
#

26

Captain

Yes

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6015 216 4.55 1.58 31 5/8 9 1/8 37 7.21 4.27 120" 22

SCHEME FIT
SS/Box Safety in any heavy Zone scheme preferably with Trap/Fire Zone concepts and a 

mix of Man with capability in all zones and Man vs TE/RB responsibilities.

SUMMARY

4th year Safety who’s started in 26 of 43 career games including 14 of 14 games in 2018, missing Wks. 6-7 with a

concussion and Wks. 16-17 with a knee injury. During his injury-plagued career and played with injuries every

season, during 2018 was listed with 2 knee injuries, an elbow injury, a concussion, and a neck injury. 1st year

under both HC Frank Reich and DC Matt Eberflus in their 4-3 defense, centering around Tampa Cover 2 with

some Fire Zone/Trap concepts and Cover 2 Man, they also roll the FS or SS down to blitz, load the box, or help

disguise the coverage with a mix of Cover 3/6 and Cover 1. Mainly seen as the Boundary Safety, dropped into the

box in Dime personnel and run situations, worked in all underneath/deep zones from mostly Off coverage. Very

good height and weight with thick body frame, good arm length, and solid hand size. Solid AA with a

combination of good quickness, balance, acceleration, explosiveness, solid agility, and adequate COD. Shows

good pre-snap awareness to communicate what he reads. Solid Press vs most sized TE both off and on the LOS

with good quickness and solid agility to match footwork/angles and engages with solid timing, hand

placement/strength and good explosive jam to force off stem of route. Good Zone coverage with solid mental

processing from deep safety and box alignments with solid awareness and angles/leverage on routes entering

his zone with good read/react of the QB’s eyes/release. Solid Off-Man vs most sized TE/RB in natural position or

out wide with good eye discipline, solid route anticipation/patience, and angles also has good acceleration/body

control to mirror/match from both Press/Off vs vertical and short underneath routes. Solid downhill range to

overlap most routes that he is squared-up to/in front of his body from both the deep and underneath zones

using an explosive plant-and-drive and mental processing. Solid ball skills in Man/Zone being more likely to get

a PBU than an INT, can read both the receiver’s and QB’s movements with solid judgement to knock ball away or

makes a big hit as the ball arrives with very good physical toughness/hit power and good ball

strip/aggressiveness when given the opportunity. Shows good mental toughness making tempo changing plays

in crucial situations by making a big hit, PBU, or force fumble. Good run support from deep safety and box

alignments with good competitive toughness and key/diagnose of run to leverage gap correctly and can work

high-to-low to fill the alley with good downhill acceleration, never shies away from contact engaging with good

upper body strength/arm length, and solid UOH to keep separation and work around blocker with good

quick/explosive movements. Good tackling form/pad level with very good physical toughness, able to wrap-

up/take-down most sized ball carriers, also shows solid open field tackling using solid angles and good body

control to leverage ball carrier. Shows good timing of the snap as a blitzer with quickness/explosiveness off the

LOS and solid play strength engaging with blockers. Adequate Press vs most sized WR, struggling to match their

quicker footwork out of the breaks. Adequate Off-Man and read/react vs most sized WR and quicker/unique

TE/RB types, gets crossed up trying to read footwork/anticipate the direction of the receiver’s cut with

adequate COD. Shows adequate transition quickness due to erect body, narrow feet, rounded breaks, and COD,

affecting his range turning towards the sideline and behind him. Adequate disengage vs run blocking TE once

grabbing a hold of him struggling to regain separation due to adequate pad leverage, leg drive, and relying more

on short-area quickness to get around blocks. Struggles to grab a hold of/wrap-up the more elusive RB when

going high-to-low due to COD/hip fluidity. In the NFL, is a Starting SS/Box Safety you can win with when able to

stay healthy, fits in any heavy Zone scheme preferably with Trap/Fire Zone concepts and a mix of Man with

ability to work in all zones and Man vs TE/RB responsibilities. Makes hard hit tackles all over the field/angle

and matches deep vertical and short underneath routes. Lacks the Man coverage skills to mirror better athlete

WRs.

KEY STATS 2015- G:15/GS:2, 271 Snaps (25.8%); 2016- G:9/GS:9, 560 Snaps (89.5%); 2017- G:5/GS:1, 112 

Snaps (34.6%); 2018- G:12/GS:12, 715 Snaps (88.6%), 89 Comb (16th for DB), 61 Solo (35th for 

DB), 28 Ast (11th for DB); 20 career games with 5 Comb Tkls or more

MEASURABLES

Tapes Viewed 2018: at WAS 09/16, at PHI 09/23, vs HOU 09/30, vs JAX 11/11, vs TEN 11/18

BEST
Physical Toughness/Tackling, Strip Ball, Competitiveness vs Run, Read/React in Man vs TE, 

Acceleration/Quickness in Zone Coverage

INJURIES

2015- Knee injury (Wks. 6-8); 2016- Broken Right Foot (Wks. 1-3), Concussion/Neck injury (Wks. 

12-17 IR); 2017- Offseason Neck Surgery (Preseason Wks. 1-4  and Wks. 1-10 IR), Neck injury 

(Wk. 16); 2018- Knee/Right Elbow injury (Wks. 2-5), Concussion (Wks. 6-7), Neck injury (Wk. 8), 

Knee injury (Wks. 15-17)

WORST
Read/React in Man vs WR, Transition Quickness/Technique, Range to Sideline/Behind him, 

Match WR’s Footwork/Angles in Press, Disengaging from Run Blocking TE who grab a hold 

of him, COD

PROJECTION Starting SS/Box Safety you can win with when able to stay healthy, fits in any heavy Zone 

scheme preferably with Trap/Fire Zone concepts and a mix of Man with ability to work in 

all zones and Man vs TE/RB responsibilities. Makes hard hit tackles all over the field/angle 

and matches deep vertical and short underneath routes. Lacks the Man coverage skills to 

mirror better athlete WRs.

43 26 22 51% SS, FS

15 - 4th - IND Indianapolis ColtsCentral Florida (FLCE)
CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played Games Started Games Won Winning % Positions Started

DB Pettenger, DevinGeathers, Clayton 06-01-92 (27)
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